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1. Match the games with the categories below. Write your answers. (page 97) 

sport strategy driving and racing action and adventure simulation 
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2. Study the key phrases. Then listen to a conversation about video games and      
complete the table. (page 97) 

Key phrases : TALKING ABOUT VIDEO GAMES 

What do/did you think of it? 
It is/was fun/great/exciting. 

It is/was boring/complicated/terrible/violent. 
What’s your score for it? 

8/10= eight out of ten 

 Elsa’s game Finn’s game Chen’s game 

Title My World 3)_______________________ 5)_______________________ 

Opinion 1)________________________ 4)_______________________ terrible 

Score 2)_______________________ 8/10 6)_______________________ 

World Rally exciting good, then boring 

4/10 6/10 Hero 

3. Listen again. Circle the correct words. (page 97) 

1 In Elsa’s game the players are helpers/designers. 

2 Elsa was bored after one hour/day. 

3 Finn’s game has got very good/bad graphics. 

4 You create/drive cars in Finn’s game. 

5 In Chen’s game the characters/rules are complicated. 

4. Listen and repeat the dialogue. (page 97) 

Sanjay Which game did you play? 

Steph I played Goal. It’s a football game. 

Sanjay What did you think of it? 

Steph It was great. You play football for a top team. 

Sanjay What’s your score for it? 

Steph Nine out of ten. 
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5. Work in pairs. Write and tell your partner about a video game that you like. Use the 
key phrases and the questions in the box to help you. (page 97) 

Key phrases : TALKING ABOUT VIDEO GAMES 

What do/did you think of it? 
It is/was fun/great/exciting. 

It is/was boring/complicated/terrible/violent. 
What’s your score for it? 

8/10= eight out of ten 

What’s the name of the game? 
What the type of game is it? 
What do you do in the game? 

What do you think of it? 

The video game that I like is ______________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

____________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Draw the video game that you like below. 
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1. Look at the photos on page 109 and answer the questions.  
Then read the text and check your answers. (page 109) 

1 
Which teams play in the two stadiums?  
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

2 
What sports do they play? 
________________________________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Two Famous Clubs 

 
Baseball is one of the oldest and best loved American team 
sports. It is very popular in the USA, but also in other 
countries around the world, for example, Japan and Cuba. 
The New York Yankees are the most famous and most  
successful American baseball team. They play at Yankee 
Stadium. More than 50,000 people can watch a baseball 
game there– and not all tickets are very expensive. 
 
Derek Jeter was one of the biggest Yankee stars. He 
played more than 2,700 games for the Yankees in his      
career. 

Football (or soccer) is the most popular sport in the UK. The 
world’s first football clubs were English and today more 
people watch the English premier League than any other 
league in the world. 
The Premier League started in 1992. The first champions 
were Manchester United. They are also the most successful 
team, with the most Premier League wins. Ryan Giggs played 
632 times for Manchester United in the Premier League. 
That’s a record! 
Manchester United play at Old Trafford. The stadium has got 
more than 75, 000 seats. It is the biggest club stadium in  
England. The atmosphere in the stadium is brilliant—but the  
tickets aren’t cheap! 
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2. Read and listen to the text on page 109 again and answer the questions. (page 109) 

1 

Which country had the first football clubs? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

2 

When did the Premier League start? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

3 

Which sport is also popular in Japan and Cuba? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

4 

Who played more times for his club: Ryan Giggs or Derek Jeter? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

5 

Which stadium is bigger: Old Trafford or Yankee Stadium? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

6 

Which club do you think has the cheapest tickets:  
Manchester United or the New York Yankees? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 
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3. Answer the questions. Use the internet to help you find the information you need.      
(page 109) 

1 

Which is more popular in your country: baseball or football? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

2 

What is the most popular team sport in your country? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

3 

What is the biggest stadium and how many people can watch a 
game there? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

4 

How much is the cheapest ticket at the biggest stadium? 
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________ 

Find a picture of the most popular team sport in your country and paste it below. 
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4. Prepare and practise an interview with a famous sports star.  
Follow the instructions. (page 109)  

• Work in pairs. One of you is a famous sports star and the other is an      
interview. 

• Prepare some questions and answers. 
• Act out the interview in class. 
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1. Read the text about the new sports and answer the questions. (page 114) 

Hybrid Sports 
Take two sports and put them together. What have you got? A new sport! There 
are a lot of these new sports — or ‘hybrid’ sports — around the world. For       
example, if you are into football, why don’t you try one of these? 

1 

Which sport is a team game? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2 

Which sport do you play in a park or on a special course? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3 
Which sport do you think is the most interesting? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 
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2. Invent a new hybrid sport. Follow the steps in the project checklist. (page 114) 

Project Checklist 

1 

Choose two sports below. 
 
 

2 Think of a name for your new hybrid sport. 

3 

Write about your sport. Include: 
 
• the name of the sport 
• which two sports it is a hybrid of 
• what you need 
• where you play it 
• rules: what you can and can’t do 
• why you think it’s a great sport 

4 Draw a picture of your sport or use a computer to make one. 

5 Present your new hybrid sport to your class. 

6 
Collect all the ideas for the new hybrid sports and make a class 
poster. 

cycling football basketball tennis swimming 
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Project 

Two sports that I choose are ________________ and ________________. 

Refer to project checklist no 2 and 3 on page 114 and write about your new hybrid 
sport, Write the name of your new hybrid sport as the title of your writing.  

(page 114) 

___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________ 

Refer to checklist no 4 and 5. Draw a picture of your sport or use a computer to make 
one. Then present your new hybrid sport to your class. 
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New Hybrid Sports 
-class poster- 
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PROJECT. A new sport 
3. Look at your class poster and answer the questions. 

1 

Which hybrid sports looks the most fun? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

2 

Which one looks the most dangerous? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

3 
Which one looks the most difficult? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

4 
Which one looks the most expensive? 
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________ 

Read the hybrid sports below and guess the sports they are a hybrid of. Colour your 
answers. Then search the information about the hybrid sports below in the internet to 

check your answers. 

E.g. footvolley golf football badminton volleyball 

1 chess boxing boxing volleyball tennis chess 

2 frisbee golf football frisbee badminton golf 

3 water polo swimming handball gymnastics cycling 

4 vigoro swimming cricket tennis basketball 

5 teqball frisbee chess table tennis football 
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